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Please stand by for realtime captions.

Welcome everyone. We are going to go ahead and get started. With the monthly members only webinar. Just a
reminder that the audio is provided through your computer speakers. Make sure to turn the volume up. If you
need any assistance, we can also send you a phone number to call in. Just go ahead and type into the chat box if
you need the functionality. Also if you need any captioning services, go ahead and also chat the chair. At any
time throughout this webinar if you have any questions, please enter them into the chat box. A little bit of
housekeeping. In addition, the recording and slides will be shared post webinar. Don't worry about that. We will
share it. We also record not only this but all of our monthly webinars. You can find them in our training Institute
in our learning library. I will show you in a second where you can find that if you have not been there. The topic
of the webinar today is credit scoring for immigrants and Nova Credit will be doing the presentation . This is the
first of the webinar series of the new year in 2019. I must say that we actually reached a record in terms of
number of attendees. We have over 300 people that are signed up for this webinar. Obviously there is great
interest. We are super excited to have you. Just a couple of things before we get going. The access service for
CBA which is the service which allows you to have access to a variety of credit reports, just to let you know we
have three new ones that we added in 2018. The most brand-new that we added in September is ChexSystems. If
your organization helps the unbacked to be bank , having a look at their ChexSystems report before they go to
the bank and the bank pulls it is usually extremely helpful especially if there is some negative issues that they
need to get taken care of. Before the bank will approve them for an account. LexisNexis has a risk view report
which has a lot of additional data points that the traditional credit reports don't have such as things like tax liens
and foreclosures. And obviously Nova Credit. That team will get into that today. If you want to learn more you
can always just go to our website and always to get started or if you are a current member and you have any
questions at all, you email membership at credit was a balance.org. This is what I referenced earlier as to where
all of our webinars are housed. If anyone else in your organization has missed this webinar today, it will be up
on the learning library. That is located within our training Institute. This is a free Institute site for our members.
If you have never logged in before you just have to login the first time and then after that you will have easy
access. It includes all kinds of things. Please take a look at the training Institute if you have not already. I think
that you will enjoy our e-learning platform, products in a box, a lot of things. Finally, to save the date for our
sixth annual credit building symposium in DC. It is June 12-14. We will have the registration site live toward the
end of this month. We will be letting everyone know. We received over 40 ideas for the sessions from our
membership. We are sorting through it now to try to figure out. It is a very difficult decision because we just
received so many fabulous ideas. I am super excited about that. Also, to save the date, the next webinar in
February is going to be on the 21st. Also at 2:00 East Coast time. Consumer action will be leading that webinar
for us. Please save the date. I will go ahead and introduce you to Betsy. She will be co-presenting today. On
Nova Credit. She is the head of consumer -- customer success at Nova Credit. She spent the majority of her
career in financial inclusion. Her interest in the power of finance to do good was first developed at Kiva. Where
she led central America strategy by building partnerships with micro-finance institutions across the region.
Following business school she worked as a McKinsey consultant. And she focused on growth and operations for
a variety of clients in the finance sector. Today she serves as head of customer success at Nova Credit. She will
tell you all about Nova so I will not into that. In her role she manages all customer relationships as well as
overseas the support function. We are delighted to have Betsy join us today and she can introduce her co-
presenter when she passes the reins to him. I will turn things over to her to kick things off.

Thank you so much. It is really exciting to be here today and to be presenting to all of you. And I will let my
coworker Kevin introduce himself shortly. We have worked with CBA for a couple of years now and it has been
a highlight for me in terms of this relationship and getting access to all of the incredible members. Nonmembers
and potentially soon to be embers in the network. Thank you Dara and thinks for having us here today. I love to
tell all of you about what Nova Credit is and what we do and why we think this is such a terrific fit potentially
with many individuals on the call. Nova is essentially able to provide real-time international credit data
equivalent to what you would get with any U.S. Bureau. Our technology and our service is really to be able to
provide that international credit data to lenders and in some cases non-lenders who are really looking to offer
broader services. The history of our company and kind of why we are here and how we started is something
Kevin will get into. I briefly want to touch on the relationship that we have with CBA first . Nova and CBA are
collaborating in order to bring a service to its members and potential members. What we do is we go out and we
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get those overseas credit reports and we share them back with you. This happens in real time. They are
processed and standardize such that they can be used in accordance with compliance, regulatory rules in the
United States. And we ensure that delivery is secure. One of the main benefits to working through CBA and
working with Nova through CBA, you will get a substantial price discount. We are so excited to work with them
and their members as well as assistance in getting your Nova partnership up and running. We will get into all
those details at the end. Before I do that, I want to introduce Kevin. And let him tell you who he is and add more
color to why Nova exists .

Thank you Betsy. In order to shed a little bit of light onto the actual and consumer segment that we are striving
to serve at Nova Credit, let me actually just tell you a little bit about my own immigration story. I immigrated to
the U.S. around a year and half ago from Germany. In Germany I worked very hard to pay all of my bills on
time. I was having a credit card, I was paying back my student loans. I was obviously paying my rent for my
apartment. In order to build up a credit score that would allow me to do bigger credit purchases in the future.
However, when I moved to the United States, none of this data really transferred to the United States. What this
effectively led to is that when I was applying for any sort of credit products such as a credit card here in the
United States, the credit checks that the financial services companies, particularly banks did, yielded nothing.
Sometimes there were additional documents requested such as utility bills, but I had none of these documents
because I was very new to the U.S.. And is ultimately resulted in all of my credit applications getting rejected.
And would leave me with having to apply for a secured credit card or having to put up multiple months of
deposits to find an apartment to rent. The reason for this is, it is not that financial services companies or property
managers are inherently bad, this is just because they don't know who I am. How my credit behavior has been in
the past. This is very much a systems problem as I am sure many of you in the audience can actually relate to.
As mentioned, I of course, not by myself, there are more than 47 million immigrants in the United States today
and that number is still rapidly growing. We find that 10 million of those 47 million immigrants have arrived in
the last five years on very high profile visas. A couple of examples are, the H1B visa which most of you are very
familiar with. Which is a specialty worker visa that allows people with graduate, I'm sorry, undergraduate
degrees to work in the United States. Another very common one is the S 1 student these it. Or the company
transfer visa which allows people with very high skills to transfer within companies to the United States.
Ultimately what we also observed is that when these immigrants arrive in the United States, they are very credit
active medially. To reflect on my own immigration story, when I arrived here in seven Cisco, I was very much
immediately looking to get a credit card to rent an apartment. Get an auto loan and a couple of other credit
products that I was immediately looking for. So ultimately, we find that the consumer segment that we are trying
to enable for the US financial institutions is a very large one and mostly a very educated and highly skilled one.
Which ultimately results in this being an extremely attractive but ignored consumer segment in the USA so far. I
will turn it back to you Betsy to elaborate a little bit more on this consumer segment.

Thank you. To add to that before I get into more data, Kevin is the head of marketing. I think we did a bad job of
explaining what he does for Nova . He does an incredible job. He had a lot of wonderful opportunities that come
in Germany and a lot of educational opportunity both there and potentially in the USA. One of the things that
gets me so excited about Nova , given my background, Kevin is one type of immigrant that comes to this
company there are many types of immigrants who may have a similar story as Kevin or me have a different
story. I imagine that some of the immigrants you all may serve in your role, some will have a story like Kevin
and some will be different. Regardless of where they came from or what they are looking to achieve in the
United States, the truth is that as soon as they come here, there are a lot of credit needs that they will have to set
up their life. I will not spend too many more slides on data. I promise. I want to add some color to how big this
problem is. If you look on the left-hand side, the pie chart, it is a little bit small but as mentioned we will send it
out so you can dig into the details. Immigrants really come from a pretty broad variety of countries. Mexico
perhaps not surprisingly is one of the biggest. As well as in the rest of the Americas. One piece we find is that
immigrants are likely concentrated in certain areas. We have seen it geographically. There are particular cities
where immigrants are more likely to live. My guess is that none of the cities on the right-hand side are especially
surprising. Miami, L.A., New York, San Francisco and Texas you see a particularly large concentration as well.
In terms of the overlap with Nova , today we are able to serve immigrants from Mexico, Canada, Australia, UK
and India. I am happy to talk about country coverage later in Q&A. The last comment I will make on the size of
the market is that regardless of feelings on politics, which we absolutely will not talk about today. Or recent
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policies or proposed policy changes immigration is not going away. This is a trend that will continue in the
United States. And in fact some estimates say that by the year 2050 immigrants will be driving 82% of you with
population growth. Starting to think now about how you and your organization's can serve these populations,
really makes a lot of sense. I want to share a few more stores from some of our consumers. Beyond just Kevin's
story. Being able to do things with credit means a lot to me it means so much to me to be able to access credit
when necessary. It allows you to call a place home. This is one of our consumers recently was able to obtain a
credit card. There is a quote from a student Carlos. Who came here on a student loan. And he was a top student
in Mexico and was trying to understand how he could study to get a better life in the United States. There were
no loan products in Mexico that were feasible for him financially. And he came to the U.S. and was given a lot
of frankly pretty terrible options. And through one of our partnerships, he was able to get a loan with excellent
terms that is allowing him to study in the United States and they used Nova to get his Mexican credit history in
order to make that loan. And felt comfortable making that loan on such good terms. For the sake of time, I
would love to move forward. To talk about kind of how Nova works. I fear the question about refugees and
asylum seekers. We will definitely address that when we get to the Q&A portion at the end. How does Nova
work? For those of you today who are used to getting credit data from the big three bureaus in the United States,
you probably know those bureaus work fairly well. If you are trying to get credit data for someone who is in the
United States. And has a you with credit history. Typically it takes 3-5 years to build that credit history. For
anyone who is newer to the United States, those databases just will not be able to serve them. That is where
Nova comes in. For your customers or your clients you would like to see if they have credit history, rather than
going to the bureaus you can go to Nova . The way it works is that the consumer themselves will fill out the
Nova application . Hopefully if there's time we will do a quick demo of what the application looks like so you
can see how simple it is. They then send their packet of data through Nova to the local Bureau. Let's say for
example , someone is from Mexico. The consumer what answer I think it is about four or five pieces of data and
Nova will take to the Mexican Bureau. In order to pull that person's credit report. I know there are already some
questions around social. The consumer does not need that in order to work. I just want to be clear that the type of
data that we need in order to find the local report for the home country report is really about matching to the
little country standard. Rather than some key data points that are often used in the US. Another advantage or one
of the values that we have is really around consumer protection and consumer privacy. For that reason we have
done a lot of work to make sure that even though we are sending this personal data overseas and are treating
sensitive information back that the system is able to handle that and ensure the privacy of the applicant. And
letting the applicant feel empowered to access their data. So not only through the application but when we find
the report, we always send it to them. So the applicant can look and say this is my credit score. These are the
current lines I have and this is why my score looks this way. That is really part of our mission to make finance
more accessible to immigrants so that after they move they can really be thoughtful and how they build their
credit history. Our part is only one small part. CBA and all the work that you are doing is also an incredibly part
and part of that. We have identified that one of the applicants is from overseas, you have invited them to
complete Nova . They go to the application. And then what happens? Your institution or your underwriting team,
it really depends. It could be set up any number of ways. Will receive a credit report. There is a small photo on
the screen. I will attempt to use technology to show you a bigger version of what this looks like. And quickly
walk you through what the report is. I am hopeful that you can see that. I want to pause quickly before I get into
too many details about who uses Nova today and what to do if perhaps you are not an underwriter or a lender.
We work with a really broad variety of clients today. I have already mentioned in passing credit card. And
student loans. We also have partnerships with some auto lenders as well as real estate property managers. As
Kevin eluded to come it can be very difficult to find an apartment without paying an enormous down payment if
you do not have credit history. We are also in the process of setting up partnerships with current CBA members.
Which do not tell our other customers. Those are the ones they can be most excited when I think about the
potential of Nova for serving people frankly have been left out of the financial services industry to date. For
those of you who may not have a direct lending arm and may not use credit reports in your day-to-day, I will still
say that while the specific report itself may not be the most interesting piece to you, there is still so much you
can do around either recommending lenders and underwriters to us it may be a good fit or even educating the
consumers that you work with. That this is possible and it exists and there may be a way to use their credit report
from their home country to help them get access to with any. I will stop. I am happy to answer more questions
on that. This is a Nova passport. This is a product you would potentially use. You will see in the upper left, a
couple of key pieces of information about who the applicant is. This is the credit report for Juan Garcia
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Gonzales. A little bit of PII including his date of birth and email and when the report was generated. Hopefully
one of the first thing you notice was this big number 700. That is his U.S. equivalent credit score. One of the
challenges in working with international credit is that every Bureau internationally does it differently. Even if it
is the same kind of parent company, for instance 15 and TransUnion have different operations in different
countries. Even the same companies will have a different scale for their score. One of the main things that we do
is we say, what is the local score? In this case it is the smaller number, 720. How does 720 translate to a score
that will be understood by you as lending institutions.? I'm happy to go into more details for anyone who is
curious on how we make that translation. The one might answer is, there are odds of default. What is the odds
that the person will default and tying the to the score. You will see a little bit of a visual about how risky this
person is. 700 is generally considered a pretty high score. It will of course depend on your underwriting
standards of where your cutoff is. That is something we leave to you all to the potential customer to decide.
Nova will never tell you, make a loan or do not make a loan. We will just say here is the information. The next
piece you will see is really a handful of calculus metrics. This gives you a snapshot of who this person is. So you
will see on the left, they have a pretty low credit utilization ratio. Most of their payments have been made on
time. They have not been seeking credit recently in the last 12 months. And their installments, I was going to say
fairly low. You need to understand a little bit about their income. This really will give you a snapshot and should
explain why you are seeing the score you are seeing. Another piece that we do is around, is there any important
public information that we need to share. Is there a default? Or a foreclosure? Any of that we will put up front.
This report has one Bureau notice but nothing that is especially worrisome. The bulk of the report that

Do you mind -- sorry about this. The dollar amount is in dollars.

Thank you. We translate everything two dollars. So that you can get a more immediate and meaningful sense of
what the volumes we're talking about. I know I am scrolling quickly. We will always print the exchange rate
here. Exactly what it was and the day on which was calculated. So that you can get a sense of exactly how we
did that. I appreciate that. For some countries where the exchange rate fluctuate more often, Mexico has been an
example. It may require a little additional information to be comfortable but we try to be transparent. Interrupt
me as much as you like. I want to be sure we are getting people the right information.

Okay.

The bulk of the report you will see our trade line data. Anytime you see a green bubble it means they paid on
time a yellow bubble means they are one period late. With increasing color for the increasing severity of how
late they are on that payment. We can also send out a sample report. There is one on the website for people who
want to dig in more closely. The last piece you will see is any comments that the Bureau has made for any
inquiries by other institutions. For those of you who have spent a fair amount of time reading credit reports, the
intent of the product is that it really does look and feel a lot like what you would get from any other Bureau in
the US. We also pay a lot of attention to excluding any data that is not permitted to be used in the United States.
For example, in India, all of the Indian reports have gender on them. Some of you may know that it is totally
illegal to include gender on the U.S. credit report. We do not include it as part of the report. That is behind the
scenes work. Our legal and compliance and engineering teams ensure reports you get are accurate, are compliant
and are really the most useful for you in ensuring you can really span -- expand the group of individuals who are
offering a service to. I would like to give you a brief demo on what is this like for the applicant? How hard is it
to actually pull my data from a foreign Bureau? I am just showing you, this is part of the website. For
developers. See this blue button where it says import credit report? Imagine this blue button potentially lived on
your online application. If you have an online application or if you do not have one, we have a second way to
engage the consumer which is around sending an email invitation. For anyone who is excited to learn about that
I would love to talk to you about that. The consumer either on the application page or from the email gets a link
and asks them to go complete their Nova Credit report. We were to kind of explain what Nova is . So that the
consumer feels comfortable. And we have provided some information around, you moved but the credit history
did not move with you. Let's go through this in order to potentially help your odds of approval and by the way it
should not take too long. One piece I want to be sure to highlight is language. The default is English. But for
those of you who are working primarily with Spanish speaking populations, the applicant can absolutely go
through the process in Spanish. Click, get started. These are the companies, the countries that we serve today.
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They represent approximately 40% of the immigrant population that lives in the U.S. today. We are in the
process of adding South Korea and Brazil. Hopefully those will be done in the next couple of months. Then we
have a very long and exciting backlog of other countries that we are hoping to serve. We increased the
engineering team pretty securely in order to get more countries up on our platform. My understanding is there is
a lot of interest in Mexico. I will go through the Mexico one as an example. You can all go to this website. It is
public. You hit the blue button. To play with any of the countries. I will turn on the prefilled mode to give you an
example. We asked for the first name, father's last name, mother's last name is optional, date of birth and email
address. This is what the consumer would be filling through the application in order to get the report. And they
have to enter the most recent Mexican address. This can be tricky. I personally cannot remember where I lived
three addresses go. But we found that the map helps a lot in order to help people figure out where they are
mostly to appear. The last piece in Mexico is verifying identity. I have eluded to the fact that consumer privacy
is extremely important to us in making sure that we are putting the correct data for the correct consumer. This is
the way we do that matching in Mexico. We ask three yes, no questions. And a credit card is optional. What is
happening on the backend is we are going to check have you ever had a mortgage. If I say no, to make sure there
is no mortgage that appears in my credit report as a way to ensure this person really is who they say they are.
The last step is to authorize two things. One is that the consumer is comfortable taking the data out of Mexico in
this case and into the United States. And that they are okay with Nova terms of service and privacy policy. Then
we are done. You will see in Mexico it is four different pages with pretty basic information. The application
differs a little bit by country. But for the most part this is pretty representative. At this point if we find it much
report, we will do two things. We will email a copy to the consumer per our mission of helping consumers
understand more about their own credit. And credit history. And we will send a copy to you. Either in PDF form
if that is all you prefer to review or we can do it automated. I will hopefully return to the presentation. I will say
a few final words about who we are and actually stop early. I think there are a lot of questions and I want to be
sure we can answer all of them. A tiny bit about Nova . We are a team of about 30. We have been around for
approximately two years so we have an incredible group of investors and awards and advisers that we are very
proud of. And growing really quickly. In terms of team and country coverage. Hopefully in terms of customers
and I hope that some of you are really at least you are interested to talk to us more. We would love to tell you
more about our products and see if it is a good mutual fit. Before I turn that back over to CBA briefly to talk
about next steps, I just want to review. People move. Credit history does not. Nova is working to change that. I
will pause and we will return for Q&A in a few minutes.

Thank you Betsy and Kevin for such a wonderful presentation. This is Maria. I want to dive in with a couple of
qualifications for Nova and determining the fit for your organization . Where we dive into the Q&A which Dara
will moderate for us . Every time I hear this presentation I get really enthused to see the potential of scoring so
many individuals with the incorporation of the Nova Credit passport. Not to mention the team is fun to work
with and hands on and supporting all of our members as they embark on this journey. As we continue to work
with Nova to support additional CBA members interested in accessing international credit reports, we want to
identify some of the criteria necessary to determine fit for Nova . In order to maximize both your time and that
of Nova . There were certain fields that are required to partner with Nova and others that are optimal additions at
the and Kevin, feel free as I go through this to jump in with any other additional remarks you may have. They
are as follows. First, we are seeking lenders serving an immigrant population may benefit from using the Nova
Credit passport volume is key. Ideal user is originating over 100 loans per year. This is a fixable number.
Definitely the volume is a key component. While Nova is working hard to continually expand the scope of
countries, at this time this focus is on Mexico, Canada, India, UK and Australia. And as the team engine, Brazil
and South Korea on the docket for 2019. Ideal users will be serving clients from these countries and find 10% of
the loan originations include immigrants from these countries. Secondly, from a credit policy perspective, users
interested must be open to using international credit debt to evaluate applications. An ideal candidate is willing
to consider adaptations to underwriting criteria to include data points from the Nova Credit passport. From an
operation standpoint, it is critical to identify internal Nova champion who can lead and rally for Nova as well as
dedicate time to teaching staff how to utilize Nova . This individual ideally has some sway among key
organizational decision-makers often make those decisions on their own. Can also design talking points around
Nova for conversations with clients . For instance, determining when and how to ask clients whether they have
existing credit history in a country of origin may be a question for a one-on-one session. Also, this Nova
champion would set aside time to setting everything up with Nova . With the understanding that the front and
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integration would be the most time sensitive and most time-consuming as well. From a tech perspective from
Nova users will need to learn any necessary technology components to pull reports. As you saw in the
demonstration that Betsy did, pretty straightforward. There are multiple options. And very simple to use their
team has been incredible in supporting anyone with this aspect of the tech component. Additionally, an ideal
Nova user will be able to dedicate a project manager who can lead the tech efforts. This may also be the same
person as the Nova champion if that makes sense. If you think you may be a good fit but not necessarily check
all the boxes above, please reach out to either Nova or CBA . This is Maria at CBA and I will be the primary
person at CBA to support this work. And I look forward to working with anyone who wants to support Nova .
One last thing before we dive into the Q&A, a couple of next steps for groups who are interested in engaging.
First you will see a post webinar survey. Immediately following the webinar you should see a link. If you want
to go ahead and complete the information that is requested, that will enable us to reach out to you if you are
interested in moving forward. Depending on the role that you play, whether you are a lender or not, consider the
different opportunities to engage lenders that are a good fit for the product and are ready to move forward and
join an optional learning community, cohort of other CBA members with Nova . It will allow for the sharing of
best practices, troubleshooting and prompting of creative solutions for integration of Nova into existing
programs . Non-lenders, while you may not be able to immediately incorporate Nova into your current work you
may become a advocate and educate your local lending partners around the opportunity to expand access to
credit for immigrants with the Nova Credit passport. It is a team effort. It involves a lot of education and
demonstration of need to make those systematic changes. Lastly, be sure to stay tuned as Nova will continue to
expand their countries scope and we hope to update everybody via the newsletter with some of that data. We also
have a webpage which I will share in the chat box momentarily. Addressing everything around Nova . As well as
the Nova Credit site as well. Unless Betsy or Kevin wants to dive in with anything else to supplement what I
shared, I will hand it back to Dara he will lead us through Q&A with Betsy and Kevin.

We have a lot of questions. We have a little over 15 minutes. First of all, do you include refugees and asylum
seekers in your data?

There are a couple ways you can think about answering this. The first is around country coverage and what data
we have available today. As mentioned, currently those five countries, we make decisions based on a couple of
criteria. One is around what is the size of the immigrant population from that country present in the US today.
That is actually what informed Mexico and India they were the two first countries. Because of their strong
presence here in the US. And also how easy is it to get data from that foreign Bureau. For example, some of the
countries we looked into have authorization mechanisms by which you have to show up and be present once a
year and a consulate. That is the type of -- because we have a technological solution, we try to figure out how to
get access to data which informs countries we decide to work with. In terms of the refugee and asylum seekers in
particular, regardless of country, for Nova , there is no relationship between relationship between Nova and
citizenship or why you are here in this country at all. Anyone who has a credit history abroad, regardless of why
they came to the U.S., how they got to the U.S., whether they can be in this country legally, if Frankie does not
matter. They are still eligible for Nova if they have a credit history abroad. Obviously today, it has to overlap
with the countries we have coverage. I hope that into the question.

Another question. How do other countries credit systems translate two hours? I know you showed us the
Mexican credit report. Are they pretty similar? They look at lines of credit and whether you pay on time per
month. If you are delinquent. Is at a lot of similarities?

Generally speaking, yes. That is in part because the bureaus we have chosen to work with are the most reputable
bureaus in the world. And therefore are delivering to the same standard. There are occasionally exceptions. I will
give you one quick example which is Australia. Today Australia, I think they are changing this. They are what is
called a negative only Bureau. Which means that they will not tell you if someone pays on time, they will only
tell you if someone is late on a payment. Which is sort of helpful but it can be limiting. They still have an
accurate score that reflex payments that are made today. They just don't want to show the positive payment
information. That is changing but it is an example of how the Australia report may look different than a Mexico
report. The score however will still be accurate. Another piece of what we do is in the case of where there are
discrepancies, working with regulators and in country experts in our own experts on the team to figure out what
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is the best way to translate that to a U.S. context. In the cases where there are some exceptions, we try to be
really transparent about what the data means. The short answer is, yes. The longer answer is from there are
occasionally discrepancies and we explain them.

This is an interesting one. Is it better for a person with a low home country score to not get the report so
someone in particular that knows they did not pay on time, that they would be better off if you did not see their
foreign credit report?

That is a good question. If I knew I had low credit and I had the option not to provide you with that, one would
think that would be the right thing to do. I think the answer is that it depends on the lender that this applicant is
working with. And kind of what that lender is looking to achieve. So lenders will have different cutouts.
Someone who is trying to -- if their primary product is an expense of credit card, they may have a 750 cut off. In
which case, you are not going to apply for that product. If you are working with a lender that is more flexible
work considers credit only one part of the application process, or may have different tiers of loan sizes or interest
rates depending on credit report, that may actually be a part of your application that could be helpful I would say
that the piece that is especially relevant for CBA is education is important. Even that knowledge can be
powerful. If your organization sees that value, there may be a reason to still pull it.

We have quite a few people that are asking about the cost per report. If I am remembering correctly, if you try to
pull a report and you are unable to locate any information, I believe that you do not charge them anything. But
you have a fee per credit report just like the main credit bureaus do many of our members that currently get
reports from TransUnion or Experian are used to getting a bill every month with a number of credit reports
pulled and the price per report. Is your billing system quite similar?

For the most part, yes. I am hesitating because you are correct that if there is no report, we do not charge you
anything. I also want to be transparent that our prices are typically higher than what the local bureaus would
charge. Because of the difficulty and the work required to get that international data. Like I mentioned, we are
offering a pretty steep discount for anyone who is a CBA member. I am happy to talk to the details of what that
means.

Just to keep this in mind. One of the recommendations was, to really consider this if at least 10% of the
customers or clients you have are immigrants. A recent immigrant. This is not going to be a bill that is for every
single one person that you serve. You may pull a TransUnion report for every single client . We are talking a
much smaller group. Just to keep that in mind. Then there was a lot of questions about translation. Can you talk
about if they prefer to see the Mexican version in Spanish that is available if they prefer to see the translated into
English version, that is also available. Can you talk about that?

Today the report is only available in English I think that is a good product suggestion. I will take that back.

Okay. This is interesting. Do you find errors on reports with common names such as one Garcia? With some of
the identity questions. What happens if 50 one Garcias show up? Are you able to, with the other questions
narrow it down enough so that you matter to the right person?

Yes. That is a lot of the work that our engineers have done in terms of speaking with those local bureaus to say,
what is the minimum number of data points you need in order to match a person. And the combination of name,
address and 3-5 data points on a credit report is sufficient. We defer to the bureaus in terms of what data they
need to do the match. We build all that require data into the product. So that the consumer does not have to
worry. You don't have to worry about it. It just preexists in such a way. That we will find the right person. We
have never had a case where someone said this is not me. You have the wrong person.

Exactly. Someone is asking a question about they want to know if there is a list of countries where you can
access credit histories. Not every country has a credit bureau. I know some countries have credit registries. Some
have nothing. I remember looking at a report from the IFC which is part of the World Bank with a have a
country by country sort of breakdown. I think the most important thing to realize in the context of Nova Credit is
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that you are going to be pulling reports from countries that have credit bureaus. That have access to very reliable
credit.

Exactly. That is another criteria for how how we have chosen our first country. And made the decision about
which Bureau to partner with. In the future, there is a strong possibility that we will seek out alternative data
sources for countries where they either don't have a reliable Bureau or they don't have anything. We are starting
to investigate that now. But for the most part, we are and will continue to really just partner with countries and
bureaus that are strong.

How long does it take to receive the credit report? It is instantaneous more or less.

Exactly. For a few of the countries it may take 90 seconds. But it is pretty much immediate.

Great. The client has to give their permission in order for you to take a look at the report.

Exactly. This is a really important part of the application experience. If you remember the fourth and final page
was saying, accepting the terms and service and authorization to pull the data. If they do not check the boxes, the
process basically is over.

There is a question trying to confirm that this is really a great fit for new are immigrants. You have migrated
within the last five years. Can you tell me how many years? They are basically saying this is not really good for
those that have resided here for 20 years in the shadows.

I think 3-5 is generally a good bar. If someone has been here for 20 years, their credit history is 20 years old and
probably not that helpful if it exists at all. One piece we are working on some at some point this year is around
thinking about someone who is at the upper end of the 3-5 years and they have not fully fleshed out the you
escort but the international score has lost some power because it is five years old. Is there a way to think about
both of those to create holistic view. That is a teaser and how we are thinking about the future. For now, the 3-
five-year number is the right one.

Will the organization pulling the credit report be able to furnish the client with a copy of the report so they can
leave with it?

Nova sends a copy of the report. I think if there are additional -- maybe I don't understand the question. It is a
service we provide.

Do you have any prohibitions between a member actually taking a photocopy or printing out another version and
giving it to the client so they can take it home?

No. Not at all. The one warning I like to give is that this data is really sensitive. Just to be thoughtful about
where you are storing it on your computer. Are you emailing it are you using encrypted email? All the normal
data security protections you would always use with sensitive data. There is no reason not to share.

Someone wants to know if there is a difference between a soft or hard credit pool or is it just one? Like with the
regular TransUnion report. If you pull it for lending , underwriting reason it shows up as a hard inquiry. Versus
just a soft. I assume that does not apply.

It depends on the country actually. And how our contracts are negotiated. Today, UK and Mexico are considered
hard. Usually the hard versus soft is correlated with the product or type of inquiry rather than the country it is
from. That may be something that changes in the future. For now, UK and Mexico are hard pools.

There are several questions that I just wanted to make sure that you clarify for people that the relationship
between CBA and Nova is to help organizations be able to, in the course of underwriting or financial counseling
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be able to pull the report on behalf of the consumer. Nova does not have a direct relationship with the consumer.
It is the relationship with the organization. Correct?

Exactly. We partner today with those organizations. The exception to that is we have a consumer support line. If
consumers are confused or have questions or have a dispute actually about the information that is contained
within the report, Nova will engage with them directly to ensure the result.

Just a couple more questions. We do not have that large of a presence of immigrant communities. I wonder if
you can tell me of a Nova user organization in the Greenville area.

Where is Greenville?

Can you write back? I think it is South Carolina. I am not sure. Let's wait. Someone else is asking if there is a
list of lenders that are currently using Nova ? If there is a running list. If that is public information or not.

We have a couple of partnerships that are public. The main one is the one I have referenced which is a student
wonder. They are called M power and real estate partnerships. We are currently working with a number of
lenders and they are in pilot phase. Until those are further along, they prefer to keep the names quiet. There are a
handful of CBA members where we are in the process of working toward partnership. I can chat with them
about whether they are willing to make themselves known.

Greenville is in South Carolina. Do you have any current Nova user innovations in South Carolina?

Not off the top of my head. If anyone in this group knows a good one, I would love to talk to them.

I think that the last question that we have, we have one more minute. Perfect timing. Can you talk about any
fraud protection mechanisms that you have?

I actually love topping talking about the subject. There a two today. The first is the reports themselves will
contain fraud notices. When there are fraud flags placed on the report by the Bureau. For example, in Canada, if
the consumer has placed a fraud notice on the report you will see the full text of that fraud notice. It will be very
clear. The other is and how we do the matching. We work hard to ensure that the actual person requesting the
report is actually the person to whom the report belongs to. That is through the knowledge-based authentication
Western question that we asked before we deliver the report to a should you if you of them and Mexico. And
other countries have similar questions in order to make sure the person is who they say they are.

The final question is, can a Nova product be used to originate mortgage loans? You can use this product if you
are a lender member of CBA to originate any type of loan. I imagine.

Yes. We give you the data and you do what you want with it.

Okay. Fantastic. Lots of questions. We are going to and exactly on time. If you are still online, the follow-up
survey is supershort. If you have an interest, please fill it out because we will reach out to you. And answer any
further questions that you have. And try to help you get set up. CBA has a grant that we received that allows us
to not charge you a set up fee. See what just be billed for your utilization. Please take advantage of that. Thank
you so much. We will see you hopefully next month. Thanks and have a great day everyone.

Goodbye.

[Event concluded]


